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ABSTRACT
This, booklet describes how -041' dp a meltisection

:college-Jewel course in .basic colkaunicatiO t s t Is, built around the
concept of "learning activities" conducted mithin a *learning
tenter., The ideas presented are based on fdUr years of experience in
'operating such a course' at the University of Hawaii. The first
section of the booklet discusses key concepts that have been
operationally defined- for the learning center at Hawaii; it considers
the selection of specift1---6maunication skills to be eaphasized and
the development of learnihg activities; and it.examfnes details of
operation, and desirable course outcomes. The second section describes
objectives, procedures, and evaluition'sethods for 16'learning
activities designed for use in a coamunication learning center; The
activities teach a wide fange'of communication skills, inc4ding
those skills involved in seeking and giving information, walking
cooperatively, with others, writing clear instructions, and faking
'oral presentations. (GW)
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Foreword

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a
national information system developed by the U.S. Office of
Education and now sponsored by thy, National Institute of
Education (NIE). It provides ready access to descriptions of
exemplary programs, research and developmen efforts, and
lilted information useful in developing more ective educe-
tional programs.

Through its network of spicialized centers r clearinghouses,
eaeh of which is responsible for a partic educational area,
ERIC acquires, evaluates,- abstracts, and indexes current
significant information and lists this infor iation in its reference
publications.

The ERIC system, has already mad availablethrough the
ERIC Document Reproduction Se icemucfi informative
data, including all federally funded search reports since 1956.
However, if the findings of specific educational research are to
be intelligible to teachers an,d applicable to teaching,
considerable bodies of data mrst be reevaluated, focused,
translated; and molded into an essentially different context.
Rather than ting at the pdint of making research reports
ea ily access! IE has directed the. separate ERIC

clearinghouses to corn ion from recogniited authorities infor-
mation anglysiS papers in ar

In addition, as with all al educational information
efforts, ERIC hai as one of its pri oals bridging the gap
betweem educational -theory and actua classroom practices.
One method ofachieving that goal is the development by the
ERIC' Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills
(RIC/RCS) of a series of sharply:focused booklets based on
concrete educational needs. Each booklet provides teachers
with the best educational theory and/or research on a limited
topic. It also presents descriptiofis of' classrodm activities
which are related to the described theory ancy-assists the
teacher in putting this theory into pritctice.
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This idea is not unique. Several educational journali and
many commercial textbooks provide teachers with similar aids.
The ERIC/RCS booklets are unusual in their sharp focus on an
educational need and their blend of-sound academic theory with
tested, ,classrOpm practices. And they have been developed
because of the increasing requests Dom teachers to provide this

_kind of service:-
Topics for these booklets are recommended by the ERIC/

.RCS National Advisory Coinmfttee. Suggestions for topics' to
be considered by the Committee should be directed to the
Clearinghouse.

A Note aboitt This Booklet
The learning center approach emphasizes individualized

instruction and performance of specffic skills at selected levels
of 'mastery. The approach described in this booklet has
effectively met the needs 'of students at the University of
Hawaii. However, readers are cautioned that, while the ,
Hawaii Learning Center illustrates an appropriate concept for
bask commutiical* courses throughout the United' States,
they may wish t,sk select communication skills and to design
criterion levels tailored to the deeds of their own .students.
Onel other caution: communication 'skills empheasized in the
Hawaii Learning Center do not reflect an SCA-endorsed basic
course curriculum. Such an officiilly endorsed curticulunl,
were it to exist. might negate desirable attempts to" develop
individualized- instructional approaches. Basic course instruc-
tors are encouraged to experiment with the approach used by
the faculty at Hawaii, adapting it to the needs ot leahers. In

'summary, this booklet is viewed as an example of, rattier than
a prescription for, a learning center approach to communication
instruction4

Bernard O'Donnell
Director, EMC/RCS

BarbariLieb-Brilhart
Associate Director, ERIC/JtCS
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Theory

-

Introduction to the Learning Center o

The growth in college enrollment, has brought with it some
speciil problems for the performance course_ in basic
communication skills. The goal of such courses is for students
to develop skills through planning, presenting, and receiving
evaluations of their communication, efforts. The most common
approach has been to divide total course enrollment into

.,sections with twenty to thirty students each and to conduct
the course with lectures, textbook readings, student presenta-
tions, and-examinations. This format provides some lopportun-
ity for attention to individual student needs, but it has two
apparent limitations. One is that the amOunt of active, real
performance time per student seldom exceeds an hour during
an entire semester or term: The other conOerns the problem of
standardizing instruction across a umber Of sections taught br
faculty members with a variety .of levelt ,,of experience and
areas of specialization. High control over procedures stifles
'crsitivity and individuality for both 'instrUctoi% and students.
Minimal control and standardization of schedules and assign-4
ments may result in a number of different courses being taught
under the same course title. Difficulties in Is traditional
approach have been heightened by the financial plight of many
colleges, which has resulted in pressure to reduce instructional
costs. A further complication is the increasing diversity of
student populations, with accompanying ..needs for individual-
ized instruction. Experiments with ,computer-based methods
and videotape- laboratories have been encouraging, but, this
high-tetchnology approaih to-I-beyond the financial reach of many,
colleges..

In the context of these problems, the learning tenter
approach to the traditional communication 'skills course as
designed for the purpose of proyiding individualized instruction
and high levels of participation, while reducing the total cost
per student.



A LEARNING CENTER APPROACH

Tow 4rd-that end, this booklet describes hoW to t up a
Anultisection ,course in basic communication skills around
the concept of 'learning actiytties',:sonducted wit a "learning
center.", The ideas presented are based" on four years of

rrence in operating such a course' for several thousand
students at the University of Hawaii.

Four OperationatDefinitiol
The following key concepts have been operationally defir;cl-

.

for, the learning center at Hawaii. Renders 41)&1d note..that ,

other skills might be selected by other centers.
Communication Skill: A person's ability to speak and write;`

or to be,have nonverbally, so that the outcome of the effort is
immediately apparent. This'outcorne can be compared to the
intended out,aarto evaluate its succeitfulness. If success is
not demonstrated, another approach may be Ased.

Communication Success: The ittainment of a specific level of
, performance on a communication skill, This approach is =like

the measurement system used in golf, tennis, or bowling,
where the scare is a measure Of behavloral success. IA ciiterion

,, level tells the student/player'thCwinnine score far an attiv-
ity.

Learning Center: A regular clas" srpom accommodating about
forty students,assigned:to the course for a block,tof time each
day. While some departments may have video-tawrecoiders,

,audio booths," and the like, these are. not necessary, unless
activities requiring them are developed. A good analogy to the
learning center is the food-service cafeteria found on ;post
campuses. A cafeteria is open at posted hqurs each day.
Students enter it at their convenience and select from a variety
of items which vary in price and substance. They leaVe when
they are satisfied, but may return again that day, or any other
day. The cafeteria hsra manager and staff' responsible for
Preparation and operation. In thelearning center, there is also
a daily ':menu" of learning activities. Particular items are
available only at scheduled times during the day., However,
instead of paying for the activities, the student is reimbursed in 4

points for successful completion of activities. If the student
falls to meet the designated level.of success, he or she Witty* to
return-for-that-or Any other activity. Cost tolhe student fs
time spent, and this time flay investql during those periods :

that the center is open. 'When the student is-satislied, usually
by atthibing a point total whicktranselates into a desired letter
gradekhelor she has-com*tecr the course and does not return
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to the center. There ire no lectures, textbooks, or final exam-
inations. The entire emphamfb is upon practice and demon-
stration of skill devekipmenc.,

Learning Activities: The activities or selection* of the center.
Some are in heavy demand and arerepeated frequently in the
schedule; less-popular activities ye offered less often. Some
can be attempted once (or more than once) during_ clgss
period. ,Others may require from two to four class periods
during the course of a week. A convenient guideline is to
assign point values to activities an a "one class Periodten
point" basis. This make§-possible a grading system in which
450 points* equal an A, 400 equal a B, 350 are needed for a C,
and 300 generate a D. Thus, a student earning an A would
have spent a minimum of forty-five classroom hours in the cen-
ter. Very likely, more than the minimum time will have been
spent in earning .each grade, because the student will not be
successful in demonstrating mastery of each of the skills Ion the
first attempt.

Selecting Cemmunication Ski ls-
Activitiessalle based on slist of ,skills developed and ix' epted

by a department's facultrt For example, an English part-
ment might place more emphasis on writing and voca lary
developm-ent, *bile a speech de department might eniphas. `oral
communication skills. Planners will need to establish standards
foli determining whether a k rning activity is suitable for %.
inclusion in the 1 arning center. The following evaluation stan.
dards, for whit much credit must be extended to Robert
Mager (Mager d McCann, 1961), are illustrated by examples,
drawn from the first exercise described in the practice section, :
"Getting Acquaint d ":

1. The learning activity must involve th performance of a com-
munication behavior which demonstla s the specified skill.
Example: Demonstrate a etbse relatio ship between exchange of
perional information and "being remeMbered."

2. The behavioral skill ,must be describe) in such a way that the
learner knows in advance what he or she should achieve. An

' observer should know when the communication
performed successfully. In short, the skill must be operationally -

defined. ,

Example: Operationally define "being remembered" specifically
in terms of others ability to recall the learner's first and lam
names and two personally descriptive words:
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3: The learning activity must contain a statement of how well the
student must perform in erder to be successful. This standard
is, therefore:the criterion,
Example: Specify a point lystern, such as one point for recalling
first name, one for last narke, and one for each descriptive wotd.

'Since 100 percent success is unlikely,-the criterion, or necessary
total score, should be lower. The criterion for an activity must
be set arbitrarily or by pretesting and then/ maintained or

imodfied, as a function of experience. - -

4. The activity should not rely on the judgments of others
(teacher, critic, majority vo ) to determine success, failure, or
quality of performance.
Example: Determine perfo nce level solely by the compu-
tation of pre-establishe4poin

Developing Leming Activitlei
The course planners should- apply these four standards to

each item on their list of desired communication skills and
discard those skills which do not Meet the standards. Planners
will need to assess 'die number of class periods -required to
complete one trial of each activity and establish the appropriate
point value for success: For example, the activity used pre-
viously as an illustration can be completed in one fifty4minute
period and would be assigned ten \points. The only' materials
needed for it are ar blank piece of ipaper, or a duplicated form
with numbers find lines for each participant. If a multisection
course employing traditional instru tion is operating, the acti-
vities can be pretested for a seines r in these classes before
the learning center is opened.

1,

Flow Many activities are enough tol open the center? This is
primarily a function of how many urse. sections are to, be
served. If, for example, there are ten sections of a course
which would normally meet for three ours weekly, the center
would be open for thirty hours, co esponding to the total
periods the course sections wduld have met. owever,
offerings might consist entirely of one-period activities with
additional "packages" requiring two, three, or four periods' for
training, learning, and testing. With this variety, from ten to
fifteen activities would be adequate to supply a tfiirty-hour
weekly schedule. Each activity might be repeated at least six
times 'during the semester to accommodate both students
taking it for the first time and those who wish to repeat it.
More difficult activities, with a lower rate of success per trial,

. as well as th4re which attract large 'enrollments, should be
offered , eve more frequently. Another' factor enters into

9
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schedule-making. Because students may complete-the course
whenever their grade goals are reached, a majority of students
is likely to have exited by about midsemester. After' that the

of operation can be reduced to accommodate the declOpitig
number of students, but a minimal scheduk must be' kittiect,
through The last day of classes to ac ommodate "tardy 'and .

.' unsuccessful participants. '

Operating Details
Orientation. ,Because both the learning centre itself and the

learning activities required are probably unfa 'ar ideas to
students, the first week of the course should be co ducted like
a traditional clastrooin, with students registered for e various
sections meeting at scheduled times , with their instructors.
This week is for the purpose of informing' students aboNt what
will happen, distributing schedules and activity descriptions,
nd answering questions. 'k desirable feature is a "checkNut"
xamination over the information prOVided in the orients n
ass, which students must pass at :00 percent level befo

t ey are permitted to participate in the learning center. Al-
t ough the orientation class ends the formal existence o the
c ssroom sections, the instructor retains the responsibili of
is uing final grades for, the students inassigned4sttctions a he
'e of the semester.' 4

acuity rolei The fauity.of, the. chtpartmentior' Unit will be
in olved in several wayik,-.../
1. A development comenittee of three or four persons should

be established, with ove?all responsibility fo?. creation and
operation of the course. - 4

The Whole. faculty shouhediolvilved in generating a list of
ommunication skills forpotential.development. intG

earning activities. They should understand the restraints
mposed by center operatibn, activities, and criterion
vels.

3. he defielopment committee should determine' a final list of
ommunication skills and develop activities, invent neces-
ry forms, and obtain materials and equipment.

.
4. he committee should obtain necessaryAdministrative 7

d faculty clearances and- permissions in advaiK69 (For
ample,' some schools may require, a final examination or
cify that students mufti-Ili:owl class throughout the
m to receive credit.). The committee ihquld also request

10
-1
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t

that all sections of- the 'course be scheduled in the sam e
room,- using continuous blocks of time, when the operation
is ready to' begin.

5: A Course chairpersonlshould be appointed with responsi-
bility for staff training, materials inventory,4nd day-to-day
supervision.

6. The instructors should be trained in the course philosophy,
and operdtion ariclitin the supervision of assigned activities,
in preparation for the role of monitor. Each activtitz should
have one or more "specialists," so that' continuity may be

"-rniqintained if the staff changei from semester to semester.
7. Once the course is underway, the develOpment committee

should continue to functiOn as a policy-making group and as
evaluators of the operation. .

After activities are., developed and procedureadefined for
each activity, it is necessary that each activity be an according
to the specified instructions: The activity monitor_is a faculty
person who understands activities well enough to distribute

.rhaterials and to give instrpctions to ,students in accordance
with the proper procedures for the activity.. A'department may
wish to assign some activity' monitoring to upper-dividion,
students as part of a cla.4s on comrntinication learning or teacher
preparation, Once an activity has been perfected and optimized
so that it 'runs predictably, it can be managed by either faculty .

or advanced students. A set of "monitor's .instructions" should
be written (or,an activity after it is perfected. ThesVinstruc-
tions pr ovide e step-by-step explanation of the activity that
alloy instructor can follow. (See the appendix for an example of
monitor's. instructions for an activity.).

Itecordkeeping. Art orderly system for keeping student
records, with cross=checks for accuracy, is essential. In its
simplest form, this can consist of "point certificates" indicating
student nime, activity number, points earned and date, which
are completed in duplicate by activity monitors. The.original
goes to the orientation instructor and the copy t2 the student.
If enrollment is large and resources are available, recordkeep-

/ ing can bt computerized. The monitor then completes an "acti-
-vity point recording sheet" which includes student codes, acti-
vity number, and points'earned. The information is entered on
cards and the computer prepares a' weekly printout showing

. each student's achieveritent. The end-of-s mestd printout is
used by the orientation instructor for preps ing the final grade
iteports.

i
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If, the. nglg cit*T,`ohas functioned as described, the
followinista aft saf. be made at the end ofeapli 'semester
or term:
1. Each stu ent was actively involved in developing a vafiety

of comim nication skills 'during at least forty-five class
hours (as contrasted with a traditional skeeFli funds ntals
class, in which the student:might- have performed or less
than an hour' during the entire SeMester, with i t als of
inactivity, while classmates presented their mater ).

2. Each -student was ab1 to tailor the course to his or her owil
individual needs and interests bS selecting from a variety of
activities s contrasted with an Instructional xnethod
where all sfudents complete all course assignments devoted
to a small.number of communication skills).

Coarate Outtomes.

3_ Each student proceehd his or her own pace in order to
;r6ach'established criftriellk success. No one was penal-
ized by a lowjgrade br for minimal, performance on an !M.-
signment, and everyone could repeat assignments until
success was achieved. Iach student way allowed to exit
the course when his. or her grade goal had been reached.

4. .Each student knew in advance what was expected and_that
success would be 'measured objectively and independently
of any factor unrelated to performance.

5, Each student had the experience of being assigned goVs
and of having to invent and test strategies. and techniques
for reaching those, goals.

\N

*an
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Oractice

Pi

In this section, the readqr will find-"descriptions f sixt
learning activities designed .for .use in a cm=
learning' center. Spme can be conducted withon
preparation of special materials, equipment,. or form
require some advance preparation of materials and equipment.'
Model forms and descriptions of needed equipment' are
provided for most of these exercises. Study et the model
fornIS can aasiAt developers id writing materials to pei-used for
training and for testing of skills.

'Two additiorial,comments atibut 'the praetice.afierciles may
be. useful. One concerns, the physical 'arrangement IV the
room. As indicated in the theory'section1 the learning center
must be located in, a room with 'movable chairs, so that-seats
can be arlianged in ways appropriate to,the activities. Except
at the beginning of each activity, when the monitor is giving
instructions, conventional "theater -st seating is not used.
The, various configurations- are desc for each exercise,
where applicable. The second conune t is that some activities
havesaprefully timed trials. In these.activities,. gll participants
begin working at a signal from the 'monitor and stop,,nn.

Usually to change partners. Time limits are 'also
n the descriptions.

. , .

,14,GETTING ACQUAINTED [20 Points]
- Objective: To develop' strategies foi'beii remembered
in an infornralsocial"group. 1

Description." Each student will have forty minutes tp
communicate to as-Amoy other perscuis in the class as poss-

or her first name, last name, and two descriptive "'
phrases of One,to three words each, concerning such things
as occupations, psychological traits, attitudes, or the like,
No-physical descriptions or intimate revelations may be
included. Students stand and move freely about the room ..in their efforts to contact as many others as possible
during the established time period.. Usually, dip.- noise
Ie4e1 is high, as it might be at an animate d social

command

A
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PRACTIcg

gatherings. This interchange continues until the last ten
minutes of class time, when theftionitor asks the students
to be seated. Then, the monitor calls on students random-

. ly to stand,-one at a time, for fifteen seconds each. All the
seated students wrte, from memory, the four descriptive
items coniniunicated by the Standing student. For _this
purpose, the monitor may distribute a prepared forth or
stuants may make their own from blink sheets of paper.
This prdcess continues until all students have stood to be
recognized.

Evaluation: The written answers are checked aglinst
each student's chosen descriptions, for correstness.'$ince
the goal is for the 'student to be remembered, a pe

I

rson
, scores one point for each item correctly 'recalled by an-'other. Perfect recall of one student by another would,.

therefore, yield four points. Each student who is rem,em-
bered 'by a class average of 70 percent has reached' criter-
ion, or achieved "success" by established standards.

2. TECHNICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING'[50 Points]
Qbjective: To gain skills in communicating unfamiliar

technical information in such a way that it can be recalled
and repeated by others and to become proficient in listen-
ing-to and accurately repeating technical iaoPmation.

Descrip on: As the starting point of 'this activity, each
student ill, prepare, outside of class, a list of sixty

. technics words. (A technical word is defined as one which
is prob ly used less than twice a week by the average
perso in social conversation.) This is done on a farm,
dist ibuted by the monitor or made by the student,

bered from one td twenty down the left margin of a
sheet of paper. After each number are three blanks into
which technical words can be -written. Groups of three
words are drawn from the same specialized fieldall three
s'hould make sense if used together in a sentence. For
example, an.entry on a list of mathematics terms might
look like this:

1. normality , factorial binomial
The activity is dope in- groups of three students: two7

participants. and an evaluatdr. The two participants sit,
facing each other, about five feet *apart. The evaluator sits
midway between the two but slightly to one side, in the
manner of a tennis spectator. The first participant selects
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a group of three %Lords and says a six- to ten-word sentence
including themAlbUsing the example given, a sentence
might be "Factorial and binomial are tests of data normal-
ity." The second participant must respond in one of three
ways: by indicating that the sentence does not fit the
rules; by indicating that he or she is not able to repeat the
sentence, althqugh it fits the rules; or by attempting to
repeat the sentence.

The repeated sentence must not only contain the words
but must also be repeated with the same pitch, emphasis,
and loudness. If the evaluator believes that the sentences
wdre worded and expressed the same way, he' or she
marks the participant's evaluation form accordingly. If not
satisfied, the -evaluator indicates a content error, or an
error in delivery. If the effort is not judged to be an
accurate duplication, the exchange must, be repeated until '-

the evaluator indicates success. The first participant
introduces a new sentence, using the second group of
words from his or her list, and the tidrcise continues.
After, fifteen minutes, roles are exchanged.

Evaluation: 'Criterion is nine successive' duplications of
sentence& in the role of repeater without an error. If an
errbr is made, the repeater must begin again. While it is
possible for a student to reach criterion within two class
periods, the activity is valued at fifty points because of the
out-of-class *irk required in preparing the ler;thnical Word
lists.

8. WORD INTELLIGIBILITY 120 Points]
Objectzve: To develop skill in expressing ommonly used

words so Ait, they can be accurately rece ved and recog-
nized in print and to increase awareness f words which
have different meanings but may be prono nced the same
in regional subdialects*IThe emphasis in this exercise is
on being understood, n on an adherence to any elite
standard for pronunciation.)

Description i Each student will perform with eight
different partners on a word intelligibility task. Each
person has a form with columns headed either "read this
list" or "respond to this list." One trial of thig task
consists of one person reading a word from the task form
to a second person. If the second person believes the
spoken word is the same as one of those printed on his or
her form, the item is marked by both persons. If the

15
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response is negative, the item is left blank. The partners
alternate reading and responding. The activity monitor
times 'each tell and allows, twenty-five seconds for its
com' etion. Fpr example, the first partner might see the

. wo "thick"'-tn his or her "read" list and pronounce the
wo d. The second would look at his or her form under
"r espond'and see the words "tick, thick, sick, pick,"
would decide ithkther the spoken word appeared in this

oup;and, if so, would circle it. At the end of the trials,
tl e forms are checked and each correct response earns o'ne
p Iht for both participants.' As part of the development
process,. faculty members should identify No_rds which
have similar prominciatiens but which have dirirent mean-
ing ,in the particular area, region, or subdialect of the
spec rs where the learning center is located.

Ev turn: Criterion for this activity is a ,tetlil of at
east fifty ight correctly marked items while acting both

as ouncerant identifier.
%,

I4. SENTENCE PROCESS-VG [ 10 Points]
Objective: To encourage the ability to detect similarities_

and cliperesces in the meaning of sentences which arise
from' variations in syntax or structure. (See_ the appendix
for &sample of monitor's procedures for this activity.)

Description: Theactiwity is preceded by instructkln in
determining differencesin the intended meaning of sen-
tences based on syntax and -word context., Each student
then performs with eight other partners, one at a time.
Each tri
his or her f
_for the semen
ment, the tw
assigns a chec
thing," the Sp

sists of one partner reading a sentence from
m. The other partner checks a. second; farm
e printed thereiand if, in that person's, judg-
.ssetences mean "about the same thing,"
mark. If it,ippears to mean a "different

e is left blank. The monitor times and.an-
nounces thirty-five second' intervals, which is the time al-.
lowable,per item. Partners then exchange roles.

Evaluation: Criterion is a total score, of at least forty-
eight correct enponses, operating in the roles of both
speaker and-receiver.

I

5. GIVING AND RECEIVING INFORMATION [30 Pants]
Objective: To improve. skill in seeking givineinfor-

mation by asking and answering 4uestions.-
16
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SENTEN

Person A

CESS1NG

Person B
E The rabbit was ca The boy taught a rabbit.

the boy:

E His friend like ake
jokes.

11 The fisherm
stream.

Cheese
please

His

P ease

es in the

ches do' not

happy.

turn soon.

two, three, stop!

ublished this letter to ttli
tor.

Idyl:tend writes stogies for/ the,newspaper./
I have read my book more
than once.

Ti . She is not good to look at.

His good haste in shirts is
well-known.

1 She chooses her clothing
well.

-__ He computed the mean.

L. Please do not overcook my
steak.

I drive a vintage sedan.

The shirt was a melange of
color.

I do not believe that a man
ever climbed `that mountain. 4-

Aft
' To say that ple interact

is to suggest a two -way flow
of influences.

His friend is a joker.

The fisherman is in his boat.

I like cheese sandwiches.,

He has a happy wife.

;1..Do come again.

One, two, three, go!

This letter to the editor is
mine.

My friend writes letters to
me.

-_-_, My book has been read
three times.

She is a pretty girl.

He wears attractive shirts.

She is well dressed.

2, He is mean.

I like my steak rare.

L 4 drive a white, four-door
sedan.

The shirt was a nice medley
of color.

It is too much to believe that
a man could climb that
mountain.

The term interaction
suggests a reciprocal

`influence.

El,

The students'' classes were' C The students' classes were
highly related. highly integrated.

1
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Description: Each student participates with three differ-
ent partners, using sets cif oral interview forms. Each item
consists of a series of five similar abstract Shapes, only One
of which appears on the other form. For the next item,
this pattern is reversed, with the five shapes appearing-on
the second form. For the third item, the pattern is again'
reversed. The individual with the series of five shapes
asks questions of his or her partner in the attempt to dis-
cover which, of these appears on the pertner's form. Ques-
tions can only be answered by a response of "yes" or "no."
When the questioner believes that heor she has discovered
which item appears on the other form, the guess is eiftered
on both partners' forms. Time allowed per item is one min- '
ute, as announced by the monitor. When the exercise is
completed, each student moves to a new partner and re-
peats the procedure using a different version otth fdrm.

Evaluation: The forms are checked for correctness, with
credit for a. correct item going to both partners. Criterion,

is a total score of twenty correct items from three trills.

' ORAL INTERVIEW

Person A . Perion
:2 2 24 D0

$ ,

A -A A 8 .84
.,.. II. . . IB_. '13j.7)- P E

,.. Ni' r\ A hi, r,
r".i , le.

Z. '? t Z-
LL l'-;1 i. 'f ' ..,,Y.

3 * i 3 T T T
* 'Cc: '14 i41 'E El El

A

K I 7, A KI kl K
i? P ._. \'' . &

.. _I . 1T T- i I
Z*GGZ.- ..b '

_., a , ,/ ? y. 6 y..,-,
1$ 1 .

.
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I

6. ORA INTiitCHANGE sPolints]
Ob ctiz.)e: illsdevelopalk' in working cooperatively

With- a putper: The task is, again, to pool inforthation to
complete a task. h -

Description? In this task, partners have forms with iden-
tical lists consistinge'ef Irigrami"sequi,noei of three-
letter nonsenselvords, three,digit numbers, or a combina-
tion of letters and numobers: Each also has three tutee for
the acceptabiliyrof trigrams:, All six mules niisk he applied
in order to aetermine whether a tritaci is acceptable. Us:
ing any strategy, thlui showing One -another their

...rules.or'exchinging,forms, partners 'must dTscoveraspany
,tigrams which confoni'to All six,r0e§ avtliex can within
.ontmimite. Frach;partiipr gotes those which he or she be-

, o Reyes are acceptable,. -
. EvOulti'oi; A. correctly marked trigram earns. a point

for each person; a incorrectly marked' ong dectuas
point. Criterion ,N a total ,core of At -.least twenty,-six
correctly. marked Irigrainswarned vhile -working°.with
three partn0s; anstructpirrskogne that abilities will
vory. Therefori; aisignmeift ia.randotnized throughout, sq
that Aittncei.,aff minitnal,of getting the three least of the .

three rpost,adept individuaLs as pattOrs.)s) ,

o.

ORAL IN'ERCIIANG.:

Person A
k.

F:pleon Afi .1

,1 NO group contains an R. ...
2. If tile-middle letteris U, one td :

the otherletters ifit:' ,

3. lf,o'ne letter is L, afithei\,iette
must be.A.

Tali
La ,ERA
G4E BUT

AC
ERO
TUB
TAB . GU
YOM' L YAIJ
1)LO , IAA
NIB . DPOH

1. No two letters are the'same.'

2 'The trigrat sp Iled hackwardi
is an EnFrish'ttord. ,

3 * apy)etter is a 11: the group
doesnot ap A.

L1A. t..4. ERA
:7: GGE 'J. BUT -.

TIF .

^ 'ER6' . TOGA

tug E 10S
tAB

- YOM YAL
10 DLO LLA

1%11B d POEI



ORAL INSTRUCTIONS [10 Points)
Objective To develop strategies for working with

on to accomplish a simple task, to demonstrate
clhe'importance of feedback irrorat conimunication, ancl to

promote selective listening. e .

Description:- Each student 'will perform: with three
different partners. The monitor will assign the students to
'Foups of three and give each group two identical sets of
eight to ten small wooden objects in a variety of sizes and
shapes. .A simple erector set or a child's Rut-together toy,
two for eith group, is ideal; Rieces cut from cardboard, or

1 Wood may be substituted. One 'student, in.,the role of
evaluator, will select five of the objects from one set and
arrange them on a desk top at which the second student is
seated 'in. the role of "source." The third person; as
receiver, is seated back-to-back with the source and cannot
see which objects are selected or how they are arranged.
The source must then give oral directions to enable the
receiver to correctly select and arrange the five Obiects.
Time allotted per trial is one minifte. Roles are rotated

'every twelve minutes to give each of the students an .. .opportunity to assume all three roles. _

Evaluation: A trial is scored by assigning one point for .
each object correctly selected and qne point for each one.
correctly positioned. Each point awarded is credited to
both source and receiver. Criterion is a total score of
twenty-six points, earned with three different partners.

8. SIMPLEWRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS- [10 Points)
,Objective: To improve skills in writing clear and

effective instructions and to deinonstrate' the importance of
-,"erniSathy," or anticipating a reader's needs.

`Description: This activity is similar to 'Oral instruc-t,
tions" except that both .partners are given assignments
at the Same time- by the evablator, who. selects 'three
object's for one and the same three for the other but'

,arranges Ahem differently on each partner's desk., Each
partner then has three minutes to write instructions, using
complete sentences nd no diagrams, on how to arrange
the objects on his o?

di
her desk. At the end of the allotted

41 time, both setsof instructions are scanned by the evaluator
to be sure th4y are in urntenees and contain no diagrams.
Each partner then has seventy-five seconds to read the

PRACTICE 15
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instructions and arrange the objects. When,a trial is corn- i
pleted, new partners are chosen and the activity proceeds
until each person has worked with six partners.

EValuation,:,Oile Point is scored for each object correctly
placed,' in the opinion' of the evaluator, and awarded to
both writer and arranger. Criterion is a total score of
tifteeti points with six different partners.

. l;. .

. . , .

9. COMPLEX WRITTEN INSTRUCTIONS [10-40 Points]
Objective: T9 improve skills in writing instructions Tor

more complex tasks:and. to improve rewriting skills
through observation of others' responses. ,

Description:This activity is a logical progression from
"Simple" Written Instructions'. and may be chosen by the
student-who seeks a mastery of instruction-writing beyond,
the 'simple object-arranging task.. Each student will write
instructions, without diagrarhs, thatwill enable another to
assemble_a complicated /woocjen puzzle., If this effort is sue. -4
cessful, the student may then rewrite the instructionkwith
the goal of reducing, by 25 percent, the amount of titne
needed for a different person to asseinble] the puzzle. A
supply of wooden puzzles which consist of ten to fifteen in-
terlocking pieces is,needed. -A panel of student volunteekl
first experiment& with assembling the puzzles and with
writing instructions in order to generate lin "average" time
needed for each puzzle. During the activity itself, three
assemblers must use only the instructions the student has'
written to accomplish the task. , The author watches but
may not comnlent or assist.

Evaluation: Two, out of. three assemblers must compl te
the task in' the previously established time. If they do he
author receives ten points. The writer may then r vise
the instructions based on his or her observations of the
assemblers' progress. For a zievision that generates a 2,5
percent redpction in assembly time, the writer receives an
additional thirty points.

10.,AFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION [1040 Points]
Objective: To encourage the accurate' communication of

affects, such as status, anntgr, and -`mood through ,voice;
facial expression, and other nonverbal cues. This activity
is espeelany- valuable vOlero students of various subcultures'
are Present.

24.



Deseriptiftv.Each student will pe
others, on at a time, on an affect
The task involves saying a simple
Want to see you now," in such 'a way
status (superior, peer,- subordinate),
dislike), and mood (serious, noncommi
task lorrns, these characteristics are gi
example, a student might be asked to
she is in a superior role and is relaxed, o
a peer and feels dislike.- The speaker h
say the dtandard phrase with the indicat
and to obtain identification of the affects
partner. The roles of speaker and inte
reversed. After a set of four items, stud
work with another partner on a different set
procedure continues until a student has w
each role.

Evaluation: For a correct identification, bo h the speak-
er and identifier receive a point. Criterion a score of
twelve correct out of sixteen items.

PRACTICE 17

orm with at least four
Communication task.
entence such as "I
s to convey relative
mity (like, neutral,

relaxed). On the
en in pairs, so, for
on'tfey tlat he or
that he or she is
eight Seconds to

pair of affects
from his or her
reter are- then,
nts rotate and
of items. The,
ked twice in

4
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Person A

Name

A. A

'DYCOM LEVEL II EXAMINATION

i. I am the superordinate, and
I am nonchalant

I 1

2 2

3 3

2. My partner: [3]
[I

2

is my superordinate [2]
is my peer , [1]
is my subordinate [3]

serious ,. , 14TH-ices
is nonchalant [2

is ela.ifful [3]

is serious
is nonchalant

Is playful
me

is noncommittal
dislikes me

3. dislike my partner, :M ,
the subordinate

.
.

I I

2 2

3 3

4. My partner: L2J°1s

r [I]
[3]

5. I am serious, and . 1 I 6. My partner: [I] IS my superordinate [3] ii,perious
I like my partner 2 2 [3] Is my peer [2] is Nonchalant

3 3 [2] is m subordinate EI7 Is playful

7. am nonczmi pal, and I' 1 -8. My partner: [1J is superordipata 11J is,serious
. I am pl3y11151 2 2 ,- %,[2] is my peer [2] Is 'nonchalant

3 3, [3] is my subordinate [3 is playful

9. am the superordinate, and I 1 .10. My partner: [2J is my superordinate J likes me
I dislike my partner, 2 2 Ti] Is my peer I] 1,s Noncommittal

1.,.
1' 3 ,.,, _ 13] is my subordinate 1[2] dislikes me

ite. 1 like my partner, and I I 12. My partner: 13J ism/ supqrbrdjnate 1,ii likes me
we are peers 2 2 . [2] 4 my peer [3] is noncommittal

- 3 3 47-4- -,(tj f's my sqaprdinate [2] dislikes me

."""").
Peron B

NaMe DycOM LEVE1:11 EXAMINATION

2.\ I am Playful, and '
' we 'are peers
'1

I

2 2

3_3

I I

2 2'

3 3

;.'1. 4y partneri [2] i superordinate 11,3

1
[3] irilly

dly
peer 6[3]

I
I Di is my subordinate [2]

3. !My partner; [4 rs my Soperordinate [2]
1 [2] Is my pe'r [I]

i [5] Is my subbrdinate [3]

li'ter-l-ous----

Is nonchalant
is playful

likes me

Is noncommittal
dislikes me

4. ';I am noncommittal, and
am serious

11

6. amLnonchalant, a

1\aM.Ihe'superorgigirte ,

I 1

2'2'

3 3

5. My partneri 12J is serious [2]

,

[3] isnonchalant [3]
,,' [l] is playful [I]

likes me
is noncoMMIttal
dislikes Me

8. I lam serious, and
1 am the subordinate

1110

2 t
3 3
I I

2 2

3 3

I I

2 2

3 3

r1-.- My partner

' Cdf

J.9. My partner:

-- ',

-,,,,

11. My partner:

[2] is eerious -- [51
[1] is nonchalant [II
3] Is playful [2]
E3j is my superordinate II]
[2] is my per [3

[1] is my subordinate [2]
Il Is my superordinate [2]

,[3] is my peer [3]

[2] Is -pry subordinate [I]

likespe .

Is nonteOrhittal

dislIkts Me'
likes me
is noncommittal
dilikes me"
-Tikes me

Is noncapmIttal

dislikes Me

10. 1 my partner, and
we arre peers

12. I diSlike my partner, and
I am superonate

\

di

23
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41. PERSONAL ATTITUDE PREDICTION [20-f Points]

Objective: To refine and test the ability to predict the
attitudes of an associate, on local, national, and inter- \-
national issues of the day. involving political, legal, and
ethical matters. (This activity assumes that attitudes play
a key role in, interpersonal communication.)

Description: If close associates are enrolled in the
course, they may work together as a pair. If net, San,
associate may be willing to come to Class for the activity.
Each student who selects this activity will be. given a set-
of-twenty-two previously prepared statements, each writ-
ten separately on an index card. Examples of such state-
ments are "Marijuana should be. decriminalized," "Televi-
sion violence encourages real .violence," "Marriage is out-
moded," "The United States should go to war to check the
spread of Communism,"and "Student government on this
campus is a waste of time." After examining the state-
ments, the student will sort them into five dategohes-to ex-
press a range of attitudes from "strongly disagree" to
"strongly agree." Note this important point: the sorter is
is not describing how he or she feels about the utters on
the cards, but rather how the dose associate feels about
them. That is, the sorter is predicting the attitudes of the-
friend and is making a "sort for the other." Meanwhile, the
other indi'idual is sorting the same cards, using the same
procedure, but describing how he or she_ feels about Op
statements, or making a "sort for self." The i work sep-
arately, without any discussion, and then record t e results
on separate forms. -

Evaluation: The two forms are compared. .Each- time
there is a difference, or discrepancy, in the way the two
cards are sorted; the student who "sorted for the other
person receives one discrepancy point: Criterion for the'"
student making the prediction ("sort for the other") is a
total of ten or fewer discrepancy points. The activity can
end here, or the roles. can be reversed and the cards
resorted. If there are ten or fewer discrepancy points at
this time, the student receives twenty more points. if
both the friend and the acquaintahce are droned in the
class, each may complete a "sort for self" and a "sort for
the other," and the points can be handled in the way
already, described.

24
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PERSONAL ATTITUDE PREDICTION

,Sort for Partner
4

(-- T

B

N

P K

M

L

ij A. J 0 C I

Q i E R ii V S

I

Strongly
Disagree

4.

3 3

..,

Partner's Sort for Self

D

H

K,

5
.,

Strongly
Agree

B 0 4

N C

Q I R

F U

-.4

P I S.
A ..: V E L . T

I

Strongly
Disagree

4 5

Strongly
Agree

, .

/

Sort for
Partner iniftus Partner's Sort

for Self equals cPePncli
A I 1 --Q---,

2 2B

C 4 3

D 3 3 SL__
.2E

F 4-.----- I . 3
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12. ORAL INFORMATION GAIN [30 Points] . ,

Objective: To 'develop strategies for promoting learning
of factual information -by others *rough oral presentation.

Description: The class is divided interteams of five or ix
students each. Each team is presented with a sheet of
paper containing...fifteen symbols such as squares{?*cles,
triangles, trapellids, stars-, and punctuation 'Marks. Fol:
lowing each symbol is an English word for which the
symbol is to stand. here should be five nouns; five verbs;
and five adjectives teladverbs. The symbols should be
randomly and arbitrarily assigned to the words, go that
there is no pattern of using geometric shapes for nouns\
punctuation marks for Verbs, or the like. The assignments

2 shOuld be carefully examined for other glues, such as
sound (use of a square for "sand" would be avoided because
of he beginning "s" sound) or shapes (a rounded figure
might be suggestive of "ball," "globe," or even "fat" and
woild not be used for such words). After receiving the
infOrmation s et, the team meets to consider strategies
for! teaching is "artificial language" so thatleaiTers can
tra slate simple sentences into English. Thei'maY do this
by lecturing,ecturing, by using visual aids, by establishing one-to-
on or small group tutoring,' by testing,,, or by any other
wa they can devise. In addition to planning a presenta-
tion strategy, each group composes twenty statements in
the "language" and writes each on a separate, numbered
note card.

The next ph se of the activity ,involves teaching and
testing. After e class has been divided into groups, half
are assigned t i the role of teacher, the other half to the
role of learner. During the next cl s period, teaching and
learning roles are reversed. On day assigned -to a
group for teac ing, the group gives artificial language'
sentences to e' monitor, ,tfgethe with the English,
language transl: tons, (on a sepaloste sheet). The teaching
group then ha A , minutes to work with the learning
group., Meanwh e, the monitor randotolysselects ten of
the twenty sente ces created by the group for use as a
test. When the to ching interval 'ends, the learners circu-'
late the test item among themselves, and each writes
an English translati n of the syifilplic sentences, Finally,
a qiember of the teaching team reads the .English
translation of the items, and the-learners chAk one
another's translations .

26
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Ariy error in the translation of a sentence
makes- the whole sentence incorrect. The scores of the
learners are totaled and averaged. Criterion is an average
of 75 Weed 'correct. If criterion is reached, each member
of theteaching team receives thirty points.

13. 'WRITTEN INFORMATION _GAIN 151) Points}
objective: To develop Attategies foli writing information

in order to promote leari. .
Description: This activity is similar to'"Oral Information

Gain," except that the'teaching eipup plans a strategy and
writes their lesson in such a way'that learners can master
the artificialianguage. A period of fifteen minute* is
allowed for the individual learners to read and study 'the
material. They are then tested; as in the oral version of
the exercise. 4*

Evaluation: An average of 7b percent correct is required
for the witers to reach criterion.

14. PROCESS DESCRIPTION [2i) Points]
Objective: To become familiar with a systematic process

for individual decision making which specifies the planning
of action steps and d-provides for a test of the action at each
stage of the plan and to think systematically ,and write -a
narrative statement reflecting the logic of a "flow chart."

Description: This particular exercise should be used only
by instructors who have had experience in such processes
as computer programming, Fault Tree Analysis, Pert
Charting, or other binary logic systems. Each student will
first be trained in how to 'make ant analytical flow chart,
which resenlbles the logic of a Computer program, in which
each proposed action step is followed by a binary (yes/no)
test which pr8vides the basis for planning the next step.

The procedure continues until the plan leads to the goaltor
is demonstrated as being unattainable. This type -of
strategy may be applied to decision making in various
pers al. and professional areas: job application;-social
uations,..scholastic aspirationss-and so on. The flow chart
must contain action statements (written-inside rectangles),
fo)19wed by test questions. (written inside diamonds). If
the answer to a given question is "yes," an arrow Toads to
the next action'. statetrient. If it 4 "no," the arrow leads
-backlit() an earlier stage ih the process so that the difficulty

4
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which produced the "no," can be evaluated. Rules for this
flow chart are that it cont a maximum of seven action
statements and a total of fi e binary test questions. Hav-
ing prepared a flow chart as indicated, the student then
writes a prose narrative describing the plan, using the flow
chart as an outline. The author maz choose to revise the
flow chart or the narrative during the composition procesi,
if he or she discovers problems of logic or continuity in
decision making: The- students then exchange the narra-
tives wfth one another. The task for each student is to re-
produce the original flow chart from the information in the
narrative.

Evaluation: Points are awarded to the first author for
the 'generation of a second flow chart by another, person
which bears a 90 percent correspondence to the first. One
point is scored for each diamond, arrow, and rectangle that
is the seine for both flow charts, and one point is deducted
for each step added by the person following the descrip-

vt tion. The monitor evaluates the charts outside of class*.
-9,

15. YI'ELEPHONE INFORMATION ACCESSING [20 Points]

Objective: To develop' ability in obtaining information
quickly and accurately by telephone, as a time and energy-
saving alternative to letterk and direct contact..

Description: Although most of the work is done
individually,' participants are grouped into pairs. Each
member of the pair geibrates and writes a list of ten
information-ieeking questiong, the ansafers to which can
probably be obtained 'over. the telephone. No questions
may involve infimmation printed in the 4elephone direc-.
tory, such as where to call for the co*ect time. An
appropriate qu "ght be, "If I live in the'east part of
the city, where is the Neat place .that I can obtain a dog
license?". or "What's, OW fine for a traffic ticket at an
expired parking meter? Three hies must be followed:(1)
No two items on the list can be obtained from the wile
source. (2) The items on the list must not. limit the caller
to one particular source. (3) Every question on the list
must request information that is unknown to the taller
prior to.the eall. The partners exchange lists, go to a tele-
phone, and monitor one another while the calls are being
made. Each has, twenty minutes to seek ans*ers to as
'many questions as possible, using only the directory as a
resource.

e

10

28.
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Evaluation: 'Seven of the ten qu ons must be answer-
ed within twenty minutes for, terion to be achieved.
(The Hawaii program utilizes a time factor as the criterion
for this activity with the rationale that efficiency in
cessing information is important. Both information giver
and information receivers benefit from saving time in the
bureaucracy:)

(

16. AESTHETIC COMMUNICATION [10-75 Points]
Objective: To communicate emotions or Moods through a

form such as oral teadingiof literature, music, dance, or
pantomime and to compare the intended emotion or mood
with that received by,the audience.

Description: Each person comes prepared to cotnmuni-
cate affects by .reading literature aloud, by singing or
playing a musical instrument, or by pantomime, or dancing.

,. All students who wish to' participate are divided into
grdups of six to seven, preferably pith s2me variety in the
nature of their intended performances.fBefore c
class, the performer prepares a rating form cont g a
least five bipolar scales, with five descriptive rms on
each scale. These "might inclide such items "sad

, happy," "depressedelated," or "troubledcarefree,"
which the performer sees as legitimate aspects of hiS or her

rformance. Students then meet in class and work out
hedules so that each person performs before avo differ-

ent groups. After the first perfolinance, the performer
'may either keep or change the intended affects for the sec-
ond performance. 0

Evaluation: The 'assignnient of points for this activity
depends-on the medium of communication selected and the
extent to which the audience members receive the
performer's intended message. Reading aloud is regardtd
as the easiest mode, then singing, then playing an instru-
ment without singing. Pantomime or dancing is regarded
as most difficult. After each performance, each audience
member marks the prepared affect rating sheet. I. the

0 performance involved oral reading of literature, there must
be a 90 percent correspondence between intended and
received affects. Standards for othermode, are as follows:
for singing-80 percent; for playing an instrument-70
percent; for dancing or pantomime -60 percent. The two
performances are tabulated separately; the approprigKe_

2 9.
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criterion must be reached-on at least one of them. l'hiie
criterion leVels are based ugbn experiences with Hawaii's
student population. Lev,els are arbitrary and should :*be
modified if necessary.

, .`-s .

0,

I

4
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Appendix

SENTENCE,PROCESSING
Monitor's Procedures

The objective of these -instructions is to _acquaint the
instructor with the procedures for administering the sentence
processing activity, including materials, room arrangement,
activity objective, training procedures, testing procedures, and
scoring. 4

The materials needed for this activity are (1) tape recorder,
(2)' audio timing tape., (3) clicker, a) blue and white training
forms, (5) green and yellow testing forms, (6) scoring pencils.
*and (gl) desk masks. 4,

Arrange an equal numbei of desks in an inner and outer
circle. The inner circle of desks should be facing outward from
the center of the room. Thi outer circle of desks should be
facing and paired with the inner circle of desks. The diagram
below 'shows this setting arrangement:

1 1

- .0 .0
O 0.

N 21Dyads LI

<..> -0 00' 00

Ah even number of students is necessary for this activity. If
you have an odd number, excuse the last student entering the
room.

The objective of sentence processing is to find sentences do
the two forms that mean about the same thing. This activity
"will make Students able to detect similarities in meanings of
sentences."
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. A LEARNING CENTER +APPROACH

.--ef.... ,.
, Training Procedures .

When the students are seated,' distribute .the blue training
orms, to the inner circle land

each
white training forms to the

ter circle: The "sourceNor each sentence is alvi rindichtesi
b b the dqt to the left a the sentences on the ferm. The eource
reads the first sentence to his or her partner., the fiver. The
receiver responds by saying "same" g the sentence on his Or
her form moans about the sail* thing. If the receiver responds,

I., with "same,"then both-the sender and receiver place an "X" in
.- the parenthesis to the left of that sentence. If the receiver

responds by ,saying "different" to that sentence, both partners
leave the space blank. - ,. . ,

. "The source and-receiver alternate roles on the form. 'Allow
students to!work with one partner on one column for one
minute. In another one-minute period, allow students to
compare their answers and discuss why they chose to respond .._.

as they did. After a one minute trial per column, ands a one-
minute answer comparison period, rotate the students In the
outer circle one chair to the left. Repeat the 'same procedure '
for four columns. On the fifth trial, reduce the one-minute

/ column tp thirty-five seconds by using the audio timing tape.
. Again, allow them to compare answers aftej each column, Use
the thirty.-five second time intervals for the remaining four
trials. Rewind the tape and have the students put their
training fOrms under their desks. ,-

Stutleastusually request the instructor's opinion on sentence
compapSons. Do not give any information. The student should
discover which sentences mean about the same thing without

.relyin'g en an "expert." ; ' .

. Testing Procedures .

Distribute the 'green"formsto the inner circle and the yellow
' forms to the outer circle with columns five, six, seven, and

eight face -up. Start the audio tape. The students will turn the
-forms face up. when the tape pays "get ready" aid will follow
the instructions as stated on the tape. Whep 'the tape says ,

"stop," use a 'clicker or blink the lights to indicate the end of a
column. After eight trials, have students put their, name, code,
date, and trial number for that day on the front of the form.
this procedure is followed to prevent students from working on
off-time. Next, have the students place forms underneath the
desks. Rewind the tape and,. distribute yellow forms to the /
inner circle and green forms to the outer circle in the same
manner as for the first test. Start the tape and folio* the audio
instructions. ,
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APPENDIX 27

:Scoring Procedures
,After the two testing trials have been 'completed, have the

students ekchange forms with their partners. Then havestudents locate their first test form. Distribute' the scoring
pencils. Each student writeslis or her name and code on both
testing forms. Use the audio answer key, and all 9w students
about fifteen minutes to score. The ,scoring procTedure is asfollows: Have the students count the number of correct "X's"
and the number-of incorrect "X's" In each column. Do not count
blanks as correct or incorrect.' If the answer key sas--Ahere
should -be an "X" by% a sentence and the student being graded
did not mark an "X," that blank -is riot considered incorrect.
Only correct and incorrect "X's" are counted. Criterion is a
score of thirty-four on one sheet of eight cohunas- using thisscoring method.

Finally, have the otudens,place criterion, papers in onedesignated pile and noncriteria papeis in another pile and
hand in the scoring pencils. Check those papersindicated asbeing at criterion after the class period and fill out point
certificates according to the instructor's syllabus.

J
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Reese, Harry Reese, and Terry Welden. Special recognition is
due to Roger Villa, a former instructor, who served as course
coordinator during the '1973-75 developmental period.. Richard
p: Newman, is the present pourse coordinator. If further
information on any or all -of 'the activities contained in this
booklet or complete sets' of forms for particular activities is
desired, please write to:

Conununfcation 145 Coordinator
Department of Conununitlition
University of Hawaii Manoa
2560 Campus Road, GRG 313 .
Honolulu, HI 96822
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